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Evolution extends relationship with Scientific Games   

Evolution Gaming, leading provider of Live Casino solutions, has announced that it is extending its 

relationship with Scientific Games with the addition of Evolution’s award-winning Live Casino solutions 

to Scientific Games’ Open Gaming System (OGS) distribution network. 

The move follows successful integrated deployments by the two companies in Canada, with BCLC (British 

Columbia Lottery Corporation) and LotoQuebec, and also integrations in New Jersey for Evolution partners 

such as Resorts Casino Hotel and the Kindred Group. 

James Stern, Chief Business Development Officer — America & Land-based at Evolution, said: “We have 

worked with Scientific Games for a number of years on exclusive game content and we are glad to extend 

this relationship and have Evolution’s Live Casino available on the Scientific Games platform.” 

Dylan Slaney, SVP Casino at SG Digital, added: “We are delighted to add Evolution Live Casino games to 

our OpenGaming ecosystem, which includes our OGS content aggregation platform and is renowned 

worldwide for the quality and breadth of content it offers. Evolution’s world-class Live Casino offering now 

adds even further choice for our licensees across multiple territories, including the US to provide their 

players with feature-rich multi-studio content and experiences.” 

Evolution began its relationship with Scientific Games in early 2016 and as a result of licensing agreements 

is able to offer world-class gaming content to players around the world.    

For trade press and media enquiries, please contact: 

Amy Riches, Head of Marketing, ariches@evolutiongaming.com 

For investor enquiries, please contact:  

Jacob Kaplan, CFO, ir@evolutiongaming.com  
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